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tuesday

The 215 Hews
■Bowling 'Green State University!

Reactions mixed on U.S. attempt to rescue hostages
Vance resigns after being 'kept in dark'
by Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of
State Cyrus R. Vance, apparently
kept in the dark about a decisive
White House meeting, resigned
yesterday in a public clash with President Carter about the aborted hostage
rescue mission in Iran.
An administration official who requested anonymity told The
Associated Press that Vance had no
idea Carter intended to' consult with
other key advisers about the rescue
operation at a National Security Council meeting on April 11.
Vance was on a brief Florida vacation. He returned after the weekend
and registered his dissent at a second
council session April 15. By then, according to this account, Carter had
virtually decided to approve the
operation.
Vance quietly submitted his

Students speak out on Carter's decision

by Kim VanWert
speculation about other resignations
staff reporter
within the administration. Defense
Secretary Harold Brown, who supIt is the kind of heart-breaking
ported the rescue operation, denied he endeavor people don't like to face. But
planned to resign. So did State Depar- this campus, along with the rest of the
ment spokesman Hodding Carter, world, was confronted Friday with
assistant secretary of state for public news of an unsuccessful attempt to
affairs; Patt Derian, assistant rescue the American hostages in Iran.
secretary for human rights, and
The news media have swamped
Richard Holbrooke, assistant political officials with questions, and
secretary for Far Eastern affairs.
opinions on the subject have plastered
Carter, visiting wounded rescue editorial pages, but what do the peomission survivors at Air Force ple, specifically University students,
hospital in Texas, was asked by think?
reporters whether Vance's resignaSomething had to be done
tion would harm negotiations with sometime, sophomore Sue Squibb,
Iran.
said, noting that "the sometime arriv"His departure did not have any ed abruptly.
adverse effect on the rescue of
"It seems like Carter has been makAmerican hostages, nor will it in the ing his moves very cautiously
future," the president replied. He call- throughout this Iranian situation, and
ed Vance "a fine and dedicated man" something off the wall like this rescue
attempt really surprised me," she
who had served the nation well.
continued on page 5 said.
VANCE'S departure prompted

resignation to Carter last Monday,
before the rescue attempt failed in an
Iranian desert Thursday night
because of equipment failure and
other mishaps. Eight American commandos were killed in an air collision
and their bodies were left behind.
SOURCES SAID Vance was so upset
by the decision that he would have left
even had it succeeded.
The administration official said the
Defense Department planned the
operation with almost no margin for
error. To succeed, he said, everything
had to go right.
The White House released an exchange of hand-written letters between Carter and Vance that barely
touched on the disagreement. Still, it
was an extraordianry disclosure of
differences between a president and
one of his principal advisers.

GLAD THAT some action was taken
to rescue the hostages, junior Thomas
M. Showman, however, expressed
concern over a possible war.
"I think that what Carter did is a lot
better than sitting back and not taking
any action, but what has happened brings us closer to war," he said, adding
that "we may have to end up using
military action."
Thinking the rescue attempt should
have been delayed until the United
States secured support from their
allies, sophomore Mary Ann Lavelle
still supports the president's actions.
"What else could we do?" she asked. "This Iranian situation has been
going on for so many days and action
was due."
EVEN THOUGH the attempt failed,
it was necessary, Randell J. Cooke, a
freshman speech major noted, adding
that though he is not a Carter fan, he is

standing behind the president on this
Questioning the validity of this
endeavor, Cooke asked, "How do we
know if the media is telling the truth?
I mean, Iran could be setting up propaganda against our people."
Believing this was a tragic attempt
by a few Americans to save the lives
of the hostages, sophomore Chester
Warren thought that it (the rescue)
should have been performed sooner.
"We may have more of a crisis and
threat of war now, but I still think
Carter did the right thing," he said.
"After all, look at what the Iranians
did, human as they are. They
displayed the rescuers' bodies to the
press inhumanly, showing no respect
for the dead. Why aren't the bodies
back here?"
THE REASON the mission was not
successful and eight people are dead
continued on page 3

column
one
City flags fly at
half-staff until May 5
Mayor Alvin L. Perkins has
ordered all flags at city
facilities to be flown at halfstaff for eight days, in memory
of the eight American servicemen killed in the ill-fated
rescue attempt of the hostages
in Iran. The flags will be flown
at half-staff through May 5.

Faculty Senate
to discuss changes
The change to semesters and
the early retirement plan are
the only issues scheduled to
come before the Faculty Senate
at a special meeting today at
2:30 p.m. in the Assembly
Room, McFall center.
The Calendar Change Committee will report on its findings, and the senate will
discuss its recommendation on
the proposed change to
semesters.
A decision on the report from
the Early Retirement Committee also will be voted on.
Committee reports on the
changes in the S/U option and
the W/P grading period have
been postponed until next Tuesday's meeting.

weather
Cloudy. High 57 F (14 C), low
41 F (5 C), 70 percent chance of
precipitation.

Attorney's petition causes Symmonds case to continue
Symmonds, formerly of 303 Phi
Delta Theta, was suspended by the
University on April 11, following his
arrest by Campus Safety and Security
The suspension case of University on April 10 for receiving stolen prostudent James M. Symmonds will be pery, (a University key).
continued in Wood County Common
MAURER SAID yesterday that he
Pleas Court because of a petition filed
Friday by his lawyer, Robert H. also will ask the court to make a
judgment on how to interpret Section
Maurer.
In the petition, Maurer requests 3345.24 of the Ohio Revised Code.
It is this section that Moore said
that the court order University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. to reinstate gave him authorization to extend
Symmonds to the University on May 9 Symmonds' suspension despite the
as directed by the University Appeals Appeals Board decision.
Board.
In the petition,Maurer says that if
According to the Appeals Board
decision, Symmonds was to remain Moore is allowed to ignore the Apsuspended until May 9, but on April 23 peals Board decision, he is denying
Moore extended the suspension to the Symmonds his due process of law.
But Myron Chenault, University
end of the quarter.
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

assistant vice president for institutional contracts, said, "Our position is
that we acted correctly-the president
has the final authority on the decision,
while the board's decision is only advisory.
"I DON'T think the president is required by law to accept the Appeals
Board decision," he added.

sity as a student during the spring
"Mattimoe said as far as the adquarter 1980, that the professors of ministration was concerned, they
James M. Symmonds would not pass couldn't conceive of anyone finishing
him."
the quarter without doing the daily
work," Maurer said.
Also in the affidavit Maurer states
that he "has good reason to believe
"The thrust of what I said was that
that regardless of other University you couldn't complete a whole quarter
hearings or review, that James M. in a half a quarter," Mattimoe said.
Symmonds' instructors would be pro"At least when I went to school, you
Maurer also included with this peti- hibited from passing said student couldn't
get a quarters credit for a
tion an affidavit referring to a unless the court intervenes in his half a quarters work," he added.
behalf."
telephone conversation he had on
April 23 with Toledo lawyer John G.
Mattimoe said he was unaware that
YESTERDAY, MAURER said he the administration would put any
Mattimoe, external legal counsel for
was given an indication by the pressure on Symmond's professors if
the University.
Maurer says in the affidavit that telephone conversation that the he was reinstated.
Mattimoe in the telephone conversa- University administration would put
Symmonds case will be decided in a
tion, stated "that even if James M. pressure on Symmonds' professors
Symmonds would be allowed to re- not to pass him if he was reinstated hearing before Common Pleas Court
at 4 p.m. on May 9.
main at Bowling Green State Univer- this quarter.

Been Boycott threat forces distributor to stop delivery for private use
by Paula Winslow
staff reporter

Bowling Green party throwers have to go to a bit more
trouble to get kegs of beer because of a threatened
boycott against the only local distributor who delivered
kegs to private parties.
At the end of March, Great Lakes Distributors Inc., of
Toledo ended its delivery of beer for private use to Bowling Green. Instead of having kegs delivered to their
residence halls, fraternity houses or private homes, local
residents now must either pick up kegs from local beer
outlets, or buy more expensive beer from local retailers.
Carry-outs cannot sell kegs without a distributor's
license.
Great Lakes' action apparently was taken in response
to the threat of a boycott by several local carry-outs and
bar owners who buy their supply of Pabst Blue Ribbon
beer from the firm, according to Scott Fialko, former
Great Lakes campus respresentative.
THE LOCAL businesses said they would stop making
wholesale purchases from Great Lakes unless the firm
stopped delivering beer to Bowling Green. They charged

that the deliveries were hurting local retail beer and bar
sales and possibly were violating state liquor codes.
Bill Burkle, owner of Wooster Wine Shop, 425 E.
Wooster St., said he was involved in the boycott threat.
"I did boycott as one owner," he said last week, adding
that the boycott involves "all of us-everybody in the college area, including the bars."
Ralph DiBenedetto, owner of Sub-Me-Quick, 143 E.
Wooster St., said he too was aware of the boycott, but is
not involved because sandwich sales, net beer sales, comprise most of his business.
HOWEVER, many carry-out and bar owners contacted
by the News, such as Sam B's Carry Out, 107 State St.,
and Racketeer's Package Shop, 434 E. Wooster St., refused to comment on the issue.
Jim Ayers Jr., Great Lakes representative in charge of
this area's sales, also refused to comment.
One reason for the threat was that some local retailers
claimed they were losing potential beer sales to their
distributor.
/
"We lost a lot of business," Burkle said. "Every keg is
seven cases (of beer)."
ONE CARRY-OUT owner, who preferred not to be identified said he empathizes with retailers close to campus

who are losing business to Great Lakes. He said he was
aware of the boycott plan, but was not involved in it.
"I agree with the retailers in town because he's saying,
'Hey look, you're a distributor and you're taking our
business,'" the owner said.
"People downtown (retailers and bar owners) have
been unhappy because we're (Great Lakes) supplying
the students with what they (locals) can't give them,"
Fialko explained. "We were filling a student consumer
need and they (local bars) no longer had the monopoly on
charging one dollar a beer."
Chuck Rudwell, Great Lakes campus representative
before Fialko, said the local retailers' actions were simple economics.
"BECAUSE THERE'S a market on campus, those
barons uptown are trying to tell us what we can and can't
buy," Rudwell said.
Fialko said the retailers and bar owners assume that
students will buy cases of beer from them rather than go
pick up kegs at local outlets, or will go uptown to drink.
But he questioned that presumption.
Consumers would have to pay about $60 for seven cases
of beer, but only about $26 for the same amount of beer in
one keg. The cheaper price probably would lead most to

go through the trouble of picking up a keg, Fialko said.
Besides the unwanted competition, Burkle of Wooster
Wine Shop noted another reason for the threatened
boycott-a possibility that Great I.akes was violating
state liquor codes by delivering to customers without liquor permits.
DIBENEDETTO of Sub-Me-Quick and other retailers
also mentioned that the legal question seemed to play a
part in the retailers' threats against Great Lakes. And
Fialko said Great Lakes believes the law is "fuzzy" in
that area.
But spokesmen for the State Liquor Control Department said distributors' licenses allow them to deliver
kegs for "home use" to non-permit holders. Beer consumed at private residences, residence halls and fraternity houses constitues home use.
"I don't think it (the code) is fuzzy at all," Tim
Bechtold, an attorney for the department in Columbus,
who said his office recently received several calls from
Bowling Green concerning beer delivery.
"A beer distributor may deliver as long as the person
receiving it is of proper age and payment is made at the
place of business and not at the point of delivery if he (the
continued on page 3
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Dial-a-demigod, and other SGA projects that missed
Another Student Government
Association administration is dead
and buried. Another is in its place.

focus

I see no point in going back and
dredging up their accomplishments; John Lammers
that will be done in other places. In- managing editor
stead, it seems important to take a
look at everything they tried but that
just didn't quite make it.
bunch of students are being arrested
When you assess anything in SGA, and suspended for stealing. Doesn't
the standard of measurement is pro- SGA read the papers?
jects. Projects, as our former
editorial editor here keeps reminding
SO NOW that the old SGA executives
me, are everything in SGA.
have their resumes sufficiently built.it
That's how we get something as sil- seems a good time to take a look at the
ly as the proposed bike paths - it's a projects that got away.
project. And that's also why SGA
DIAL-A-QUORUM: Based on an
doesn't recognize some campus
issues: for example, that a whole overwhelming student outcry, SGA

has instituted a number that students
can call to find out how many senators
SGA has this week. This has become
necessary because from time to time
SGA has more positions than senators
and because every once in awhile SGA
adds senators so somebody will be
around to answer the phone.
DIAL-A-DIAL TONE: This project
takes no time, uses no money, benefits
no one and has no purpose. It was only
suggested because one senator was
down on his quota of projects, and this
fit the budget best. Ironically, this
drew the greatest response from the
senators.
DIALrA-DEFENDANT: This service helps students keep tabs on just

who has been suspended, who suspen- the draft, did he take your advice on
sion is being appealed, who's been ar- Afghanistan? This also could be used
rested for possession of stolen proper- to tell the students when new positions
ty and breaking and entering, who are created such as student rep to the
belongs to which fraternity, who's in Wood County Grand Jury, student rep
Common Pleas Court, who's in to the University Appeals Board, and
Municipal Court and who's only a soon.
witness for the Grand Jury. "You
DIAL-A-JOKE: This was created
can't tell the players without a for Henny Youngman, student rep to
scorecard" is SGA's motto. Updated Caesar's Palace. One of the recorded
daily.
jokes was to be: "How many Bowling
students does it take to change
DIAL-A-DEMIGOD:This comes Green
a light bulb? Four - one to screw it in
from the desk of the former president and three to later break in and steal
himself. This was proposed to keep it."
the campus population informed on
DIAL-A-VIOLATION: This service
the latest news about the executives at was planned to let the SGA candidates
SGA such as: How are your resumes know which are legal violations and
coming along? Did you really set which are illegal violations. It also
President Carter straight on what would clarify who you have to be afthose college kids really think about filiated with to be sure yours is a legal

violation. The same number is used if
you want to arrange for a member of
file administration out of power to
come in and explain your case to the
Elections and Opinions Board. A must
for anyone who wants to win, real badlyGRIPEVINEVINE: For students
who have complaints about the way
Gripevine is run.
GROPEVINE: For dating problems.
VOTEVINE: In an effort to recruit
more voters for the SGA elections,
SGA has installed a number you can
call for voter information. For example, when you ask, "What day are the
elections? They answer, "When can
you make it?"

opinion,
Iran rescue attempt:
inappropriate in crisis
Many Americans have debated for months if the
United States would ever take forceful action toward
the release of the 50 hostages held by Iranian radicals in
Tehran. Many thought the United States should stop bluffing and play its hand, and that the time for negotiatmg had
run its course.
That time for action has come and gone with the ill-fated
rescue attempt that took the lives of eight servicemen last
Thursday. The episode is history. But many people are
looking back and asking whether President Carter rushed
into the attempt prematurely, if the team was unprepared
and whether Carter panicked for political reasons.
The decision by Carter to go with the rescue raid does not
seem to be a rash decision, as many people think. A look at or-IT
the facts backs this belief up.
IflWfciC'
The rescue squadron, known as the Delta team, was a
highly trained volunteer group that had an unlimited
budget and answered directly to the Joint Chief of Staffs.
They had practiced the rescue more man 20 times in
regions similar to the terrain of Iran.
Planning for the raid, by some reports, had started soon
after hostages were taken at the U.S. Embassy Nov. 4, and
the planning and training of the rescue team had intensified during the last several weeks.
All diplomatic channels of securing the 50 Americans'
release had been exhausted. Diplomatic efforts included
going before the World Court; getting a United Nations
resolution and a delegation to investigate Iranian charges;
full economic sanctions against Iran; and the eventual
economic backing of the United States by NATO and Common Market countries.
Officials reported that to have waited longer for any type
of military rescue would have meant up to a six-month
delay because of worsening weather conditions.
would have had two homicides to con- do about several campaign violations.
And finally, there are the hostages themselves. As of to- There are two organizations on
tend with.
which have been walking on
Although there was no constituday, they have spent 179 days in captivity with little hope of campus
I MEAN, why go to the trouble. tional way to keep him out, the mere
fighting side of me for about a
release any earlier than mid-June, when the new revolu- the
Why not phone, or better yet send a thought of the SGA president butting
week: Mortar Board and Student
tionary parliament takes office. Even then, there is no pro- Government Association, or at least
mailgram. To appear in such garb into a board's Jurisdiction and throwKeith Jameson
mise of a release.
and fashion that early in the morning ing his weight around to sway the
some of the people in SGA.
is nothing more than cold-blooded board's decision one way is foolish.
To say Carter rushed blindly into the raid would be ig- These two quasi-respectable groups news Bdltor
rudeness. The members should take
IT WAS presumptuous of this quasinorant of the facts. He was not asking too much to have the have caused me enough grief during
the last week to last me through the peared before me were two robed an advanced course in etiquette.
leader and company to interfere in the
equipment to be used in top condition.
Now that Mortar board has been board's position of supervising the
rummies, holding lit candles and
of my tenure at the University.
Despite the disastrous attempt, officials still are quoted rest
Mortar Board, you see, is a group of smiling inanely. I thought for sure the ragged on, let's turn our attention to elections. Next week he will probably
as saying that had it not been for equipment failure the raid students singled out for their scholar- Bowling Green Chapter of Devil Wor- several people in SGA. Ready for want to walk on water.
ship, leadership and service at the shipers and Pagans had come for me. another round, campers?
could have been a success.
That's it for now. I'll let all you MB
But another question that needs to be answered is University. They also are steeped in I found out later that it was Mortar Perhaps the most galling aspect of and SGA groupies sit down and write
and ritual, of which I had the Board and that they were "tapping" the recent semi-botched SGA elec- letters complaining about my column.
whether any type of military action is appropriate in this tradition
opportunity of experienc- one of my smarter roommates into tions was the appearance of the last As for me, I've got work to do.
crisis. Diplomatic efforts may be time consuming but are unfortunate
SGA president at the Elections and
their pseudo-progressive group.
ing last Wednesday morning.
I just hope this doesn't hurt my
considerably safer than surprise military attacks.
Looking back, I have but one obser- Opinions Board. His visit took place chances of making Mortar Board next
I got to sleep about 3 a.m. that morAmericans will not rest easy knowing that eight ning after doing my duty at the News vation: If I had a gun, the city police when the board was debating what to year.
Americans were killed in a botched effort to save the and studying political science. At
by Garry Trudeau
hostages. The fault lies directly on Carter's shoulders, even about 7 a.m.-a mere four hours after I DOONESBURY
asleep-I was awakened by an inthough he was acting in accordance with public sentiment. fell
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BECAUSE MY roommates refuse
to answer any doorbell before their
own sweet time, I took it upon myself
to get up, pull on some cut-off shorts
and see who the hell was bothering me
so early in the morning.
What I saw was a shock to my central nervous system. All which ap-
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respond.
If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of student interest,
write to the News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triplespaced and signed. Include your
address and telephone number
for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editorial Editor, The BG News,
106 University Hall.
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student reaction

briefs.
Student representatives sought
The Dean's Student Advisory Committee for the College of Education
is seeking qualified students to fill several positions that will become
vacant after spring. Student representatives from the following areas
are sought: art education, special education, home economics education, social science education, LEM, languages, business education
and music education. To qualify, a student should be a freshman,
sophomore or junior in the College of Education with a major or minor
in one of these areas. Applications are available in the Program Advisement and Teacher Certification Office, 36S Education Bldg. The
deadline for applications is May 5 at 5 p.m.

Catholic Outreach discussions
Open discussions for inactive Catholics, sponsored by the staff at St.
Thomas More University Parish, will be held at 10 p.m. today in the
following residence halls:
High Lounge, Compton; Music Study Lounge, McDonald West;
Peacock Alley, Prout; and Offenhauer lounges.
Tomorrow, discussions will be held in the Music Room, Kohl Hall and
in Rodgers Southeast Lounge.

Film on battered women
A film, "Battered Women: Violence Behind Closed Doors," will be
shown today at 7:30 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge, University Union. A
discussion about the Bowling Green Battered Women's Task Force by
Nancy Kinney and Margaret Weinberger will be inoluded in the program, which is free and public and sponsored by Women for Women.

Balinese court music performed
The University College of Musical Arts will present its Gamelan
Anklung Ensemble in a concert of Balinese court music at 8 p.m. today
in the Bryan Recital Hall, Musical Arts Center. The performance is
free and public.

Cincinnati Schools to interview
Mount Healthy City Schools, Cincinnati, will interview on campus
May 15. Sign-ups will be tomorrow at the Forum, Student Services
Building. Science, math and special education majors are preferred.
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but the plan was necessary," she said,
adding that she thinks there should
and will be another attempt to help the
hostages.
"If one of the hostages is touched, or
it is made apparent that they won't be
let go, we should use bombs instead of
men to express our displeasure."
DISAGREEING, SENIOR Richard
P. Rothman noted that using military
action is the wrong way to deal with
the hostage problem.
"Negotiating is the best way to settle things. Carter should acknowledge
that a basic apology, admitting that

WILLIAM PITTS, investigator with the department's Toledo office, said
that although residence halls and on-campus fraternity houses are on state
property, consumption of beer there still is considered private use.
"I don't think it has anything to do with it being state property or not "
Pitts said.
However, Ed Bartell, manager of Wooster Wine Shop, and others insist
Great Lakes was violating liquor codes, and therefore the boycott threat was
justified.
"All we want is the law obeyed," Bartell said. "We were just trying to stop
illegal selling.

*
*

because "it put us deeper and deeper
into the problem.
"Carter should have asked Congress first, but I really don't think
they should have tried it. The only
way we will get the hostages back is
by apologizing," she said.
Carter was wrong for not informing
all of his advisors, senior Vicki J.
Romanoff said, noting that his action
was a campaigning device.
"He (Carter) was attempting to do
something behind closed doors and he
would have emerged as a hero if it had
worked," she said. "I just don't know
why he waited so long."

social chairman for Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity.
"I have to go five miles out of town and physically pick up the beer and
take it to campus," he said. But more than that, the elimination of deliveries
probably will cause an increase in the amount of high-powered beer on campus.
Rudwell explained that a campus representative ensured that only 3.2 low
beer would be sold on campus because he wanted to maintain a good reputation and keep high-powered beer from being delivered to parties where those
under 21 years might be present.

BARTELL AND BURKLE said they believe distributors only can deliver
to permit holders, and that even those having private parties must have an
F-permit to have beer delivered to them.
But Bechtold of the liquor department said an F-permit only is required if
the beer is to be resold, which usually is not the case at private parties.
After talking with other local retailers who said they had talked to the liquor department, Bartell said he concluded that Great Lakes was acting illegally.
When informed that department spokesmen said delivery to private parties doos not require a license, Bartell replied, "We've been told differently."
ANOTHER CARRY-OUT owner said he too thought no students should be
able to have kegs of beer without an F-permit.
Great Lakes' withdrawal from local sales has caused problems for some
students, such as Rudwell, former Great Lakes campus representative and

it's new baby hooters..
Linda Murphy-

*
*

the U.S. is backing the shah, should
be given to the Iranians.
Commenting on the unfortunate loss
of lives because of this attempt, senior
Kevin A. Ryan said that the United
States is "lucky only because war
could have broken out and more people could have lost their lives as a
result of the attempt.
"I don't even believe he did that,"
Ryan said, adding, "It is really heartbreaking that eight good Americans
lost their lives senselessly."
CARTER WAS NOT right in his
decision to rescue the hostages,
sophomore Caren L. Knisley added,
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BUT NOW THAT students have to pick up kegs themselves, they will be
more likely to have someone who is at least 21-years-old buy high-powered
beer for them, although only 3.2 beer might be the only kind legally allowed
at the party.
Wayne Colvin, director of Residence Life Area IV including fraternity
houses, said that although there always has been some high beer on campus
illegally, he expects its prevalence to increase. He asked fraternity chapter
presidents to follow state laws and University policies that forbid serving
high beer to those under 21.
Colvin said he doesn't expect the inconvenience of picking up kegs to
decrease the number of on-or-off-campus parties.
They'll just go out to BG Beverage," he said. "It's not like beer is dried up
on campus. I don't know of any parties cancelled because they couldn't get
beer."
However, Fialko said he thinks the local retailers' action will succeed in
dampening the number of private parties and in drawing more students to
downtown bars, which would increase crowds, long lines and brawls.
"They're just promoting the downtown congestion at night," Fialko said.
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THIRD WORLD
THEATRE'S

Main Auditorium 8p.m.
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by John Scott

does not reflect on Carter, senior
Michael F. Grady said, noting that the
blame falls on helicopter mechanical
problems.
"I guess as far as relations go, our
relationship with Iran is bad enough
already, and I don't think this can
make it any worse. What it did do,
though, is make Americans feel less
hopeless," he said. "We aren't just sitting here."
The rescue was planned well,
sophomore Linda A Koury said, but
noted that she is not happy with the
way it was carried out.
"People shouldn't have had to die,
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Jeans & Things
Corner Ridge & Thurstin

YOUR COMPLETE ONE STOP PRINTEHI
Olti.l Printing. ...Plaallc Laminating
Compl.t. Typawttlng Spiral Binding
Bluaprtnta....Rubber St.mpt. Photo Cool.t
Qattwrtng and Canning
Punching or Drilling....Stapling or Wlra stitching
Cutting and Trimming....Padding....Wadding Invitation.

Featuring: Painter's Pants
Natural, Red, Green, Yellow
Blue Jeans & Cords
Bib Overalls
Tuxedo Rentals

I Our Services Are Many So Give Us ACalli
11: South Main

Bowling Green, Ohio
352-5762
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11 a.m.-l p.m.~"THE *6 BILLION SELL
This short film, produced by the same people
who publish Consumer Reports magazine,
will be shown continuously. Side Door,
Union.

12:30 p.m.- "CUISINE AND CONVIVIALITY.
REVISITED"
Food connoiseur and BGSU history teaching
fellow Ted Forsberg will review food spots in
Toledo during his annual presentation. Commuter Center, basement of Moseley Hall.
6:30 p.m 'KEEP THOSE WHEELS ROLLIN"
HPER professor Robert Beard will present a
slide show on bicycle trips and safety lips.
Beginning at 7.30 p m.. American Youth
Hostel touring leader. Jeff Yeager. will donduct a bicycle maintenance and repair
workshop. BYOB- Bring Your Own Bike and
tools-because there will be time to ask ques
lions and work on your own bike Cosponsored by the Student Recreation Center.
Racquet Room, Student Rec Center

7:30 p.m.-"TRAVEL: FOR THE RICH ONLY?'
Hawaiian music and a short movie will
highlight this presentation by Marsha Chapman, travel coordinator lor AAA. Domestic
lares, flight Insurance and basic traveling
tips such as how to pack a suitcase will be
presented. Alumni Room, Union.

wsm A. JTJf w
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8 30 p.m-"ARE YOU IN GOOD HANDS''
Or Darwin Close, professor of finance and insurance, will focus on auto insurance- the different types and what to watch tor A ques
tion and answer period about all types ot insurance policies will follow. 110 Business
Administration

Splurge with the Beauty Spree
from Germaine Monteil
just $8.50 with any $6.50 purchase

4:30 p.m -"DON'T LET FREDDIE FRAUD
YOU"
Attorney General's office representative and
supervisor ot the complaints division Marsha
Muske will discuss consumer protection, in
eluding the Consumer Frauds Hotline Muske
will focus on the services the Attorney
General's office can provide for the individual
consumer. Gish Theater. Hanna

Your fresh new face begins with Germaine Monteil's Confetti colors
for spring. All the great beauty ideas that are fresh this spring are
neatly

packaged for you in a bright raspberry-pink case. Yours for

only $8.50 with any $6.50 purchase from Germaine Monteil.

Participants at sach workshop and
lecture will receive a raffia ticket
good for ona chance at tha 10-speed.

6:30 p.m.-"BE YOUR OWN MASTER,
CHARGE IT'"
Barbara Lardlnias from the Toledo Credit
Bureau will discuss establishing credit, the
tightening credit situation and how to obtain
credit cards Assembly Room McFal Center

For your purchase may we suggest:
A. Powder Eye Shadow Trio in

—>_____ ______... __

Azure-Hyacinth-Mercury, 110

LASALLE'S
| 139 S. Main St.

B. Superglow Powder Blush in
Raspberry, Geranium, $8
C. Accent Lip Liner in Berry, Curry, $5
D. Acti-Vita Emollient Lipstick in Pink
Confetti, Azalea, $5.50
E. Nail Color I in Pink Confetti,
Pimento, Azalea, $4
F. Galore Cologne Spray Concentrate,

UFA

I Bowling Green

I
|NAME
ADDRESS
• item
I q»y| CHARGE_CASH_COD
I add 1.5 percent sales tax

The more workshops and lectures
you attend, tha batter your chances
of winning.
The winner will be drawn during Happy Hours on Friday.

ax
__

LASALLE-S

Consumer
Awareness Week
Is Sponsored By The
Student Consumer Union
405 Student Services
372-0248
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Weekend of wheels
and wee ones
Clockwise from far lower left: During the start of LH' Slbs' week at the
University, Jeanne Keith, sophomore speech and hearing major, plsys
"patty-cakes" with Angela Strausbaugh, 6, as Nlcol Strausbaugh, 4, and
Michelle Whlpple, 6, look on.
The roller skating race was one event during Friday night's "Space Spectacular" at the Student Recreation Center.
Jim Clark, student at Wood Lane school, registers for the five mile course
in the school's annual fund raising "Hike Bike" which began at 9 a.m. and
continued through the day.
The "Fool on the Spool," Peg Brown, a preschool teacher at Wood Lane,
went five miles and raised ISO dollars.
staff photos by Dale Omorl and Bill Brown

■encom

CAMPUS MANOR
APARTMENTS

BROOKDALE STABLES
intimli

THE CRUSADERS
Joe Sample Wilton Felder Stix Hooper
Quasi Artist

Miss Randy Crawford
8:00p.m. Anderson Arena May 3. 1980

And we roll back ticket prices to an anti-inflation:
$6 Bleachers & Reserved
$5 General Admission
Tickets go on sale at Union Ticket Office (1st floor)
9:00a.m. FRIDAY APRIL 25.
Also available at Finders & The Source

14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio
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TRAIL RIDING,
HAYRIDES AND
PARTY FACILITIES

„

(indoor arena for sound system & dances)

FALL, WINTER & SPRING QTRS.
REGISTER NO W FOR SUMMER COURSES
FOR CREDIT AND NON—CREDIT
For More Information call 655-2193 (Local call)

No Food. BOTvragM or Smoking in Anderson Aroni

TO ALL JUNIORS AND SENIORS
LOOKING FOR A REWARDING
PROFESSIONAL CAREER

GOD CARES ABOUT YOU
Dear friend,
I praise the Lord Jesus Christ because In my own heart I have a deep love
and compassion for Him. No msn ever gave so much on my behalf. He left
the glories and comfort of heaven to become an earthly man and walk in the
midst of great strife and suffering and then went on to even lay down his innocent life for me In order that I, such an undeserving person, may share in
his Innocence and glory. His death was not lust for me, but also for all the
people that fill this earth. Including you! For GOD IS LOVEI This love Is
most vivid In that Qod sent his only Son as a Lamb to be sacrificed for all
mankind. Picture for a few moments the cruel torture of death on a cross,
the gruesome gory scene of a battered bloody body, and a group of hecklers
who were verbally rubbing salt into this Innocent man's wounds.
If one is a true born again Christian, meaning one who has done more
than merely accept these as facts of history, then this same sacrificial life
which lived is the life that must be lived. This unmerited love and grace
must be shared with others from the Christian as well as from Christ. The
fellowship of Christ in you must also Join you with all of Chrisendom or He
will not |oin you with no one for the fellowship of Christ knows no barriers,
not political, not racial, not economical, not social, not even denominational. There must be no barriers in the love of Christ as It is lived out in our
lives, for Christ came to tear down all those barriers.
"Earthy friends may prove untrue, doubts and fears assail; One still loves
and cares for you. One who will not fall." Jesus never fallal Like him we
should be not falling in our love for others. The greatest sorrow we can experience in life Is the heart break we suffer when one we love does not respond In kind. What muat our Lord suffer from our lack of love we show to
him and his children. He asked Peter the question three times, "Lovest thou
me more than these?" If we do than wa are to show that love to him by our
concern and Interest In the needs of others - "Feed my sheep... Tend my
lambs." Let us love others aa he loved ual
When one we love does not respond with kindess, how true it la that this
one we love Is blind to our love. And when they can't see our love, neither
are they able to see God's love. The greatest gift that cornea from Qod, ia
the love of Qod. Along with thia love for Qod, cornea a great love for each
-" -f. Then once we have this full relationship, we all become part of the
Ml • body of Jesus Christ.
Gou's greatest commandments are to:
1. Love the Lord thy Qod with all your heart, all your mind, all your might,
and all your spirit.
2. Love your neighbor as yourself.
Jesus Is asking us the same questions he asked Peter, "Loves thou me
more than these?" Do you really love your neighbor aa yourself, as the Lord
commands? What are you doing this moment? Pick up the telephone and
call a friend, Just to let them know that you care.
Your brother in Christ.
John Beach
P.O. Box 404
Bowling Qreen, Oh.
43402

Dim

Accounting offers an excellent opportunity to build upon
you current undergraduate major. If you are undecided about
how to utilize your current undergraduate skills and
knowledge, come to a meeting on Tuesday, April 29, 1980 at
7:30 p.m. in Room 112 Life Sciences to discover how our
Master of Accountancy program can fit into your career
development.
If you are unable to attend but would like more information,
please contact:
Dr. Timothy L. Ross
Department of Accounting and
Management Information Systems

372-0016
OR
Dr. Mark F. Asman
Department of Accounting and
Management Information Systems

372-2767
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BEHIND DINO'S PUB
NEXT TO

STERUNQ MILK & Qflfifia DRUG
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER
AIR-CONDITIONED
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
FOR STUDENTS & FAMILIES
3 PERSONS $75 EACH
4 PERSONS $60 EACH
2 PERSONS OR FAMILY
FROM $180
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP-GO CAMPUS
MANOR ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT
ELECTRIC-AIR CONDITIONED BY GAS MODEL
OPEN NOON TILL 4 30 PM
WEEKDAYS

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

352-7365

LOOK AT THI!

SUPER DEAL
ON A MEAL
You Get
Choice Sirloin Roast Beef Dinner
Your choice of the
following Potatoes:

Tuesday,
the soup is on
the chef.
On the chefs salad, that la. Just buy
any alze chef'a salad on Tueaday from
11 a.m. to midnight and get a FREE
CUP OF HOMEMADE SOUP! At
Paglial'a Eaat and South!

Baked, Kurly fries, Homefries,
[Real Mashed Potatoes or Hash Browns
24-item Salad Bar

PIUS
Homemade Pie and
Choice of Beverage (except milk)

ALL FOR ONLY
$3.49
TONIGHT
From 4p.m. till 7p.m.

Pogiiors

EAST
^
440 E. Court 352-1596

SOUTH
945 S. Main 352-7571

OPEN AT 11A.M.

I C* aOUGH S S. MAM •DOWNTOWN SB,
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elsewhere

Explosions blamed on U.S. infiltrators, agents

Bombings kill three in Tehran; hostages are moved
By The Associated Press

A wave of bombings killed at least
three persons in Tehran yesterday
and Iran's police chief blamed the
blasts on "U.S. agents."
The occupied U.S. Embassy came
under gunfire three times overnight
from "anti-revolutionary elements"
in passing cars and militants inside
the embassy said revolution guards
returned the fire, Tehran radio
reported.

The militants moved some of the release of the 53 American hostages
American hostages from the embassy held since Nov. 4.
to five cities to make another U.S.
rescue attempt more difficult, Tehran
MOUSTAPHA Mirsalim, who heads
radio said. Iranian officials promised
to return the bodies of eight U.S. commandos who died in last week's abor- VGUIC© ,romp"°*1
tive attempt to free the hostages.
ON CAPITOL HILL, many
At a meeting in Luxembourg, members of Congress expressed
leaders of American's European regrets over Vance's resignation.
allies affirmed plans to impose sanc- Assistant Senate Republican Leader
tions against Iran unless "decisive Ted Stevens called Vance "the calmprogress" is made by May 17 toward ing factor in the administration," and

5
^

Congratulations
to the new Phi Kappa Psi
Actives and Pledges

W

Actives:

SIGN-UPS FOR ANY

ENTERTAINERS FOR THE
GOOD TIMES WEEKEND
TALENT SHOWCASE
ARE BEING TAKEN
IN THE UAO OFFICE
THIS WEEK

S

Greg Moyer

Brad Hanson

J

Dirk Smith

Brian Young

J

AUDITIONS WILL BE
MONDAY, MAY 5, 1980.

Pledges:

2
t
^

ANY QUESTIONS CALL
THE "GOOD TIMES WEEKEND"
HOTLINE 372-2638

Steve Fuller
Rich Knepp
Steve Dean

£|

I

Bob Gorr
Greg Kinder
Bill Costlow

UUIIII DUIIKU

Iran's police operations, said in a
television interview in Tehran the
bombings "took place after the failure
of the U.S. military invasion of Iran,"

an apparent reference to the hostage had been set under a car in a parking
lot and in a movie theater, bank and
rescue attempt.
drug store, authorities said. They said
The bombs that exploded yesterday a fifth bomb was defused.

Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.I., said it
could mean a more strident foreign
policy and a less steady one."
The president's letter acknowledged that Vance was quitting "as a matter of principle." Vance told the presi-

dent he had taken the decision "with a operation too risky.
JODY POWELL, the White House
heavy heart."
press secretary, said Carter
Neither letter explained the scope of "expressed his inclination to move
the disagreement, but administration forward with the rescue operation" at
sources said Vance considered the the NSC meeting April 11.

ATTENTION SENIORS

I

ANY SENIOR WHO IS ON
"SENIOR CHALLENGE"
AND/OR RECEIVED AN
INVITATION TO THE
BANQUET HAS UNTIL

FALCON HOUSE

Shirts & Jeans
SPRING FLING SALE
20% Off All Purchases
TUE. thru SAT.
Jerseys, Jeans. Painter Pants, Sox
Cutoffs reg. $10.50, NOW $6\40
Knit Shorts reg 15.50. NOW $4.40
Baseball Shirt reg. $6.50, NOW $5.20
AND MUCH MORE FOR GUYS & GALS
904 E. Wooster, next toTO's

5 p.m. TODAY
to
R.S.V.P.

to the alumni center
372-2071
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CARE
FREE
HAIR

rr

Lll Sis Rush

TONIGHT: ICE CREAM SOCIAL

7:30-9:30

THURSDAY: "GET ACQUAINTED" NITE 7:30-9:30 ^
BOTH AT THE HOUSE
^
CO
COME
ON
OVER
FOR
THE
GOOD
TIMES
«
D
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mean corefree
hoir for you. Stop
in-for a consulfdtioh.

For summer employment,
earning $2500-3000

best for you.
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US FIRST!

G

FIRST EDITION
HAIR DESIGN STUDIO
434 E.WOOSTER
384-1477
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SHARP and Articulate Students Needed

We con determine
the style and perm

0f

i
g

i
GO
D
CC
I

The right perm con

Winners in each category will be
announced during WFAL's newscasts
9:50 a.m., 1:50 p.m. and 6:50 p.m.
during the week of May 5-16

C/)

Can work in hometown,

Hours
Mon-Thurs. 8a.m.-8p.m
friday8a.m.-4p.m.
Saturday

PHI TAU ANNOUNCES

CO

c/)

cash scholarships also available
For interview apply in person

9a.m.-3p.m.

.the.

ARRANGEMENT
123 E. Court

May 1
Perry Room - Student Union

09

1:30-2:30-3:30

Be sure to have entry blanks
in before April 30
Also: 50 mugs will be given
away compliments of WFAL
and The Source

352-4101

Appointment not always necessary
We use ond recommend V I\£,L/I\L.lNprodu,:,s

DON'T STRETCH YOUR
NECK LOOKING FOR
APARTMENTS
- We Have The Place For You -

1980 Summer Rental
Complexes:
516 E. Merry Ave

AN OPEN LETTER TO INACTIVE CATHOLICS
DEAR INACTIVE CATHOLIC,

Dixie Electric Co

Are you still upset over your religious training? We invite you to discuss
in a open and informal atmosphere some of those gripes with the Staff of
St. Thomas More at the Newman Center, 425 Thurstin on Wednesday April
30th at 8*30 p.m. We also will be available in the residence halls for private
conversation or small group discussions Check the Green Sheet for
times and places under "Catholic Outreach Discussions."
Oo you feel dissatisfied with your religious life or alienated from the
Churcn.over moral issues? We invite you to come to a special mass of
reconciliation on Sunday. May 4th at 1:15 p.m. in the St Thomas More
Chapel
If you are not ready to make this step now we hope you continue to
make prayer and the positive lessons of your training real in ,ou. lite

The Staff of St. Thomas More

WIOT *FM 104
Present

352-7555

•Two bedroom apartment
-Furnished: $200 & elec.
•Unfurnished: $190 & elec.

Thursday, May 1st

WIOT & Dixie would like to know how
Bare You Really Dare, TO come TO Our
ROCK PARTY
DO you wear shorts & a tanktop?
Shorts & a tube top? Your favorite bikini?
Or Just your favorite swlmsult?
well, there's only one way to know
for sure, come Out & Rock with The
MOST DARING People in Northwest Ohio
& Southern Michigan
BE THERE AS BARE AS YOU DARE!!!!

Frazee Ave. Apartments
-Two bedroom
•Furnished: $200 4 elec.

803 & 815 Eighth St.
•Two bedroom apartments
■Furnished: $200 & elec.

Willow House-830 4th St.
-One bedroom apartment
-Unfurnished: $160 & elec.

RAIPH & mm
aid

YOURFAWnT

Greenbriar Apts-215 E.

Poe Rd.
•Efficiency: $100
-1 bedroom: $150
-1 bedroom, AC: $225

Ridge Manor-519 Ridge St.
-Two bedroom, furnished
•1 to 2 beople: $165
-3 to 4 people: $200
Houses and
Duplexes Also
Available

MAURER GREEN
REALTY

Call 3520717
or stop by
224 E. Wooster

BARE AS YOU DARE
ROCK PARTY
VII

SUDS
EAT-IN
CARRY-OUT
143 E. WOOSTER

Write your editorial editor.
Let us hear your voice.

Doors Open at 7 p.m.
RT. 25 Just South of Perrysburg

A

ISTA

874-8649
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classifieds.
CLASSIFIED
INFORMATION
To
place
a
classified ad, come to
106 University Hall
between 8-5. Monday
thru Friday.
As ofMay 1st all individual classifieds
must be prepaid. The
deadline for placing
ads is 4 p.m., 2 days
before publication.
Charge per Insertion
•30 cents per line,
per day
•3 line minimum-approx. 25 spaces a
line
•Boldface 50 cents
extra
• Phone 372-2003 for
further information.
LOST « FOUND
Lost men's brown wallet near
McDonalds on E Wooster. Fri.
night Reward 352 mi
Found man's watch near Napoleon
Hd Call 37! 1J38 to identity
Lost Blue Bookbao in bin at Univ.
Bkst Tues. morn Desperately
need notes & CPA book Please
return to Bookstore Office1
SERVICES OFFERED
EXPERT TYPING AVAILABLE
AT REASONABLE RATES
CALL CAROL AT 35! 7305
Western Reserve Screen Print
IWRSPI. a Cleveland based Co &
Alvin Carr offers BG the best
T shirts for the lowest prices.
352 1503
Pregnancy Aid & Understanding
EMPA 353 704 It, 352 2143.
Abortions to 15 weeks. Lowest
Fees Call Akron women's Clinic
toll tree I MO 362 9150.
TROY BILT ROTOTILLING
DONE PLEASE CALL MIKE.
680 3623 or ED 454 4553 between
8 10pm.
PERSONALS
DU BIKE RACE MAY I0MI
Curly Guess the engagement is off.
Huh? Cord what are you doing the
rest of your hfe? Luy cupcake
WAULA, WAULA CONGRATU
LATIONS ON RECEIVING A
FRAZIER REAMS SCHOLAR
SHIP. NOBODY DESERVES ONE
MORE THAN YOU DID!!' LOVE.
MO.
Forget them not! UAO May Day
Flower Sale U Hall April 21 to 30
DU BIKE RACE MAY 10!!!
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Vote for your 500 Queen
Today 9 5 Univ Hall
In space, no one can hear you
scream.
Beta Brothers The L.l Sisses are
psyched for the greatest Spring ac
tivity on campus! The Beta 500!!!
Go Betas!!!

The Student Rec Center Is sponsor
mg a free bicycle maintenance &
repair clinic. Wed. April 30th.
7.30pm in the Racquet Room Br
inq bicycle a, toolil
Congratulations Wendy E. for be
ing tapped into Mortar Board. We
always knew you were the best &
now everyone else does
Your
Study Lounge Buddies Gail,
Michelle, Micky & Shirley
PHI TAU LIL SIS RUSH
Tonite. ice Cream & Punch from
7 X to 9:30 at The Phi Tau House
Cmon Over.
CHI CHI CHI cm
DU BIKE RACE MAY 101 f
Student Court is now accepting ap
plications for Fall 1980 81. Applies
fions can be picked up in Room 405
Student Services. Applications
must be in by May 5, 1980.
GOING TO KENTUCKY DERBY?
I need a ride. Will share expenses.
Barb 352 7041
Customized T shirts, ierseys &
sportswear. Group rates for date
parries, hall parlies, fraternity &
sorority. Low Cost. Fast Delivery.
Call T,m at 352 5478
SKI CLUB SKI CLUB
informational meeting on Canoe
Trip. April 30, Wed. at 8:00 in BA
112 SS 00 deposits due.
INSPIRATION WEEK has begun
& so has all the lun. But the best is
yettocome ACTIVATION?? This
is when you will learn the true
meaning of PHI MU
Patrice Cheramy How you DOING? Bon Anniversaire! Les
Americaines, Jody, Karen Et
Audrey
Have You Seen Chris Brady?
DU BIKE RACE MAY 10!!!
Beth, congratulations on being
chosen for rush counselor. You'll
be great! DZ love & ours. Mindy &
Kathy.
Crickert Congrats & welcome to
the Chi O house Love, Cupcake.
Happy Birthday Marline. Sorry I
missed it Hope you had a green
time Love, Val.
Send a friendly white flower to a
fantastic friend. UAO May Day
Flower Sale-April 21 X U. Hall
Foyer
DU BIKE RACE MAY 10!!!
Big Brenda congratulations on a
teriflcally well done job! I knew
you could do it! {Do things always
come out right??) Thanks always
tor your friendship & listening ear
only 6 more weeks of MEP! DZ
love & mlise, Little Laura
in Gish Theatre, Everyone can
near you scream.
BETA SOO BETA 500
Saturday May 3 12 30pm
UNION OVAL
When its party time call Sub Me
Quick for an Olympic Event.
That's our Stt. party sub Please
call 2 days ahead 352 4463
Rush Beta Lit Siss!!» Tonight, 8:00
at the Beta House See you
There!!!
Can't get enough of voting? Then
vote tor BG's BEST in the WFAL
EAR. SO people will win prizes.
680AM THE AM THAT ISN'T.
You've got 2 days until the egg hat
ches!!!!

placement.
Theta Chi Ox Roast Saturday May
10,1980 at College Park (behind Of
fenhauer) 1 X 5 00 Don't miss it1!
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Vote for your 500 Queen
Today 9-5 Univ. mil,
Phi Eta Sigma Thanks for the fan
tastic time at Brookdale Sfables.
The place was great, the party was
a blast, & you all were fantastic!
Hope your induction's a success!
Alpha Lambda Delta.
The Face Hugger will be here In
two davpl I
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Friday May 2 at the
BETA House 707 6th 4:30-??
Queen & teams will be announced
EDSUEC
PLEASE CALL DEB
352 8590
II DAYS UNTIL THE THETA CHI
OX ROAST!! DON'T MISS IT!!!
DZ house girls: Just when you
thought it was sate to go out
again,..Alpha Gamma Alpha

Sigma strikes again!!
STUOY FOR FINALS AT SEAM!
3 charter-rate berths open aboard
2 masted Windjammer "Mary
Day" out of Camden, Maine, June
1 7 S22S, includes meals Details
from Beth, 372 4693.
BETA SOO BETA SOO MAY 3.
BETA 500 BETA 5O0 MAY 3
BETA 500 BETA 500 MAY 3
BETA SOO BETA 500 MAY 3
BETA SOO BETA SOO MAY 3.
Linda Baker you were terrific in
"The Wizard of Oz." We're so pro
ud of you! L 4 L, ADPi winter
pledges
Nancy Patterson congratulations
on being selected as a member of
Mortar Board Keep up the good
work! Donna
To the fantastic 14: we think
you're great! Gamma Phi pledges
really do rate! Get ready for a lun
Spring Quarter! Love, Your PT's
Stay tuned to 680 AM as WFAL
STEPS OUTSIDE with contests,
news & your rock requests daily
WFAL THE AM THAT ISN't
The chest Burster will be here in 2
days!!
Dee Zee's Thanks for the personal
You all are sweethearts. Good
Luck to the Beta Team. Go tor it!
DZ love & minej J-atura
Every Mon,, Tues. SI Wads. Special
Days at Sub Me Quick. Get 2otany
$2 25 subs lor S3 95 Open 11:» am
Delivery
hrs.
begin
4 30pm 1:00am Hotline 352 4663
Olfer good thru May 21st
To Ken. my buddy: Congrats on
pledging Phi Tau. I know you will
be the best & bring them such hap
piness! Love, Larz.
BETA HAPPY HOURS
Vote lor your SOO Queen
Today 9 5 Univ Hall
Tonight is your last chance!!! For
what?? To Rush the best Lil' Sis
Program around! Rush Beta Lil
Sis!!! 8 00 At The House
HELP WANTED
MODELING PHOTOGRAPHIC
RUNAWAY a, TRADESHOW
FULL OR PT TIME CALL OR
WRITE FOR INTERVIEW STAR
LTD 4351146. POST BOX 684.
FOSTORIA, OH

Immediate opening for full or pt.
time hair dresser. Ph 353 4333
Need neat, personable people over
21 for waitress/waiter positions.
Car pool avail, from BG. Call
BOGARTS 1 599 5781 alter 7pm
Pt. time positions waiters &
waitresses Must be avail from
7am to 2 pm. Apply In person. Cor
ner Kitchen 183 S Main
CLEVELAND SUMMER JOBS:
S3.50 $9.00 per hr. College Painters.
Inc. has over 60 positions avail, for
exterior residential work. Inter
view sessions will be held at 1:00
every Saturday beginning May 10
at College Painters, inc 13020
Drexmore, Cleveland, Oh 44120.
(216) 752 6000 Write or call lor ap
plication.
FOR SALE
Speaker! RTR XP 9V
3 and half year warranty
1145 00 2 5651
Grmnell Bros, piano. 352 5271 ext.
284, ,isk for Russ
•73 Calalina. PS, PB, AC, clean,
8 track, call Kevin 730 10:30 pm
352 8158, S700, runs on reg gas.
FOR RENT
Summer Turn, upper duplex for 3,
Fall turn, lower duplex lor 4. Ph.
352 0839
824 Sixth St Modern 2 bdrm. apts.
AC. Now renting tor summer. S4O0
& elec. lor entire quarter. Call
352 5161 or 352 4966
2 bdrm. deluxe iurn. apt. avail.
May 1st Sept. 15. 352 1730 or
352 5661
831 7th St Furn 2 bdrm. apts. All
util. turn, except elec Silverwood
Bldg. Summer or Fall. John
Newlove Real Estate 352 6553
STUDENT APARTMENTS
half BLOCK OFF CAMPUS, FALL
& SUMMER LEASES 2 BDRM
FURN 352 4671, ASK FOR TOM
Apts., houses & rooms Near cam
pus. Summer rentals only.
Reasonable rales 352 7365.
2 bdrm. unfurn 9 mo. lease, S310
mo. 12 mo lease, $260 mo. Close to
campus Call 3S2 4380
House to sublet, at least, lor Sum
mer. Very close to campus. SB7 50
Plus gas, util. Own room, shared
bath.
kitchen
etc.
Call
Basse, 353 233T
WANTED
1 or 2 F rmtes. needed for 1081
school yr. 6th St. apts. Call Judy
2 1722 or Betsy 2 1299
M. rmte for rest ol Spr Qtr. in
house. $125 Call Larry 352 0821
Graduate students seeks to share
oft campus rent for Fall Qtr 1980
Call 614 494 2579
1-2 F. rmtes. to share apt. close to
campus & furn Call 372 S17S.
1 F. rmte needed for 80 81 Fall
Qtr university Village Aprs. Call
Sharie 372 4788
F needed to share apt. next year.
$94 mo & elec 2 bath, dishwasher
I blk from campus Kim 354 1593.
F. rmte. for 80 81 school year. Call
352 0992 Leslie
Rmte needed. $125 mo & deposit
Util paid Ph 354 1466
Rmte. to split night clerk duties at
Falcon Place in return tor free oc
cupancy ol mofel apt. Contact Bill
352 4671 ext. 22.

Sign up on Wednesday. April 30. I9f». and Thurj
day. May 1. 1910. tor the following schedules:
Signup will be held on Wednesday from
; JO s oo a.m. for non school schedules
(Business. Government. Agencies, and Graduate
Schools). In the Forum of the Student Services
Building. Sign up for Education Schedules will be
held on Thursday, May, 1. from 6 00 6:30 p.m.

S-IS-M
Bowman
Distribution
Barnes Group. Inc (•) Cleveland, OH
Sales
Rep. Direct Sales: B/MKtg.. or Lib. Arts. Dec..
Mar., June, Aug.grads.

A data sheet must be turned in for each schedule r) Denotes Permanent Resident of the USA.
at the time of sign-up:

Special Notice: Requests for some type of Stan
dardlzation in data sheets and resumes have pro
mpted the University Placement Sevices to require candidates signing up for interviews to
complete and present at the time of sign up a
"Standard Data Sheet", for each organization
with which he/she wishes to interview.
Business
SUM
Burroughs Corp (•) Holland, OH
Computer
Sales: B/Mktg, Selling/Sales, Acct.. Bus.
background. Mar., June grads.
John Hancock Insurance ('» Toledo. OH - Acct.,
Mktg., Fin., Ins., Bus. Admin., Selling/Sales,
Eng.. Hist.. Pol. Sci.. June, Aug grads.

Schools
SUM
Bedford City Schools (•) Bedford, OH
LD'
Math, Bus. Ed.; Voc. Music. Ind. Arts. Dec..
Mar., June, Aug. grads.
Cleveland Public Schools (•) Cleveland, OH To
be announced.
S-ll-M
Ashland City Schools (•) Ashland. OH (previously was April 2J) Blol.; Earth Scl ;
EMR. LBD. Psychologist, Added Voc. Music.
Dec., Mar., June, Aug. grads.
Ohio Youth Commission (•) Liberty Center, OH Sec Math, L EM., Sec. LBD, Mar , June, Aug.
grads.
Wood Co Board Ol Education (•) Bowling Green,
OH To be announced

5 14-10
j.,4.,0
Reliance Electric Co. (•) Euclid, OH Summer wood Co. Board Of Education (•) Bowling Green,
internship: ind. Mgmt, Prod Oper , Proc. Mat. OH To be announced.

Preserve
Take # stock
in^merica

the

TUESDAY

NIGHT

BUFFET
All the pizza and salad you can
eat for only $2.79.
Just make your selection from the constant flow of
fresh and different pizzas at the buffet All you want
And, you can make as many trii>s to the salad bar as
you want. That's how it is at the Pizza Inn Family
Night Buffet Adult* $2.79. Kids 10 and under 15* a
yew. Every Tuesday night from ">flO to ftOO p.m.

Pizza innl

<%u getgMoie ofthtflliingsjetfleve

w

Maybe it will go away'

The five most dangerous words
in the English language.

US Air Force (•) Bowling Green. OH All ma
iocs with emphasis on the Sciences. Computer
Technology. Mar.. June. Aug. grads

Allen
Co.
Public
Schools
Lima, OH - To be announced
Lima City School District (*) Lima, OH EMR,
LBD. Speech 1 Hearing.
Springfield Local Schools (•) Holland. OH
Elem. & Sac. areas.. Dec., Mar., June, Aug
grads.

Beioit Public Schools (•) Beloit, Wl Elem. Ed.,
Ind. Arst; Sec. Math; Sec. Eng.. Mar., June.
Aug grads. EMR' LBD; Hear. Impaired; TMR.
Mar.. June. Aug. grads.
Ansonia Local Schools (•) Ansonia. OH Math,
EMR, Soc. Stud.; Elen\.; Ath. Dir. & Coaching..
Dec.. Mar.. June. Aug. grads.
Carrollton Exempted Village Schls. (•) Car
rollton, OH Elem Ed ; French. German. Dec.,
Mar.. June. Aug. grads.
Granvllle Schools (•) Granville. OH HS Comp.
Soc Stud.; HS Eng.; HS Chem. Physics; HS LD.
Middle School French' Middle School English;
Dec.. Mar.. June. Aug. grads.
LoralnCity Schools («) Lorain, OH EMR; LD,
Schl. Psychol who speaks Spanish.
Montgomery Co. Schools (") Dayton, OH To be
announced.
Ottawa Glandorf Schools (•) Ottawa, OH ■EMR, LD; HS Spanish; HS Eng.; HS Bus. Ed.,
June grads.
West Holmes Schools (•) Millersburg. OH
EMR, LD, Elem Ed.; Sec Phys. Ed/Health
(Girls)
(•) Denotes Permanent Resident Of the USA

future*

Take stock in America.
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds.

: HADACEE THEATRE GROUP
;
Presents
FINAL PERFORMANCE
OF

KENNEDY'S
CHILDREN
by

ROBERT PATRICK
Tuesday, April 29
at 8 p.m.

$3.00
UPTOWN BAR

American Cancer Society f.

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 o.m. - 10 p.m.

SIGMA PHI EPSILON

1 8n

-

9-43fl-flnrl<7

FOR RENT
SUMMER
APARTMENTS
CALL:
ALBERT NEWLOVE
352-5163

Dave Biesiada
Dave Shaffer
Jay Burlingame
Don Snyder
Jeff Davis
Dave Stickler
Richard Hug
Frank Tombazzi
Jerry Widok

THIS IS
HOCKEY COUNTRY!
Floor Hockey Teams
are forming at the SRC
divisions:
1. Independent
2. fraternity
3. worn ens
4. coed

)W MANY TIMES DO YOU CS

c

Walston-> Thotography
Call for appointment
352-1006

PARTICIPANTS MAY ENTER ONE OF
FIRST THREE DIVISIONS AND ENTER
THE COED DIVISION ALSO
REGISTRATION DEADLINE HAS BEEN
EXTENDED TO MAY 2
PLAY BEGINS MAY 5
PERSONS INTERESTED IN
REFEREERING AND TEAM CAPTAINS SHOULD
ATTEND THE ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING
ON SUNDAY MAY 4, 9 p.m. IN THE STUDENT
,
k RECREATION CENTER CONFERENCE ROOM

Go home for
3 minutes.
Home. You couldn't wait
to get away. And now
there are times
when you'd give
anything to go
back. So go back.
You're never really
further away than
the closest phone. Whether it's a
twinge of homesickness, the drudgery of studying
or a terrific piece of news, call tnem! You'll
be there in seconds. Because one thing they
never taught you in Math
101 is that the shortest
distance between
two points is
long distance.

•For lowesi rales
use your Sluclem Billing ■ or direel dial
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Tracksters sparkle at Drake, B-W Miami whips BG women netters
by Christopher Shark
stall reporter

It's not often that a parade and a
crowd of more than 20,000 both
gather for a collegiate track meet
these days.
However, that was the scene in
Des Moines, la. last weekend, when
a handfull of Bowling Green's men's
track and field team members competed in the Drake Relays. The remainder of the squad traveled to
Berea, Saturday, for the BaldwinWallace Invitational.
For BG's Kevin Ryan, the
weekend's festive mood was soon
transferred to accomplishments on
the track.
Ryan, last week's Mid-American
Conference track athlete of the
week, continued his quest for a ticket
the NCAA outdoor meet this June
with a strong second-place finish in
the 1,500-meter run, Saturday.
IN A race which saw a mere second separate the first and sixth
place finishers, Ryan was clocked in
3:45.71, just one second off the national qualifying time and just 0.4
seconds shy of Baylor's Todd Harbour, the event's winner.
"I got nipped at the tape," Ryan
said. "I thought I had it won, when
that guy (Harbour) came off my
right shoulder.
"I should have, mwlifiwl there, but

the race started out real slow, and it
was a real slow build from then on.
"I'm not too worried. I know I can
qualify some other time. I've been
running pretty good all year; so I
should qualify sooner or later."
BG coach Mel Brodt added, "We
had hopes for it (Ryan's qualification), but as of now he hasn't done it.
But we'll continue to try, even if we
have to stage a meet to do it."
Ryan also ran a strong anchor leg
in Friday's 4x1,600 relay team,
which placed second behind an
always-tough Arkansas foursome.
BG's 16:15.2 set a University
record in the four-mile event.
Ryan's 4:02.5 was the best of the
foursome, which included Steve
Housley (4:05.9), John Anich
(4:03.8) and Chuck Pullom (4:03.0).
RYAN SAID he thought the
second-place finish was a good one,
considering the competition.
"When I got the baton I was in the
lead," he said. "But when that guy
from Arkansas sprinted by me, he
went by so quick, I never had a
chance to catch him.
"But considering that this was the
first time this year that we ran with
our four best guys in the 4x1,600, I
think we did OK. Arkansas was running it all season long with their
best."

Aside from running his personal
best in the 4x1,600 relay, Pullom
found himself having to handle a
lead during the last leg of the
distance medley relay. And the
Fostoria freshman found the going
rough.
When it was over, Pullom had run
a 4:10.9 and was the fifth runner to
cross the finish line.
"You get a little over-exuberant
sometimes, and that's what happened to Chuck," Brodt said. "It was
the inexperience of being in front of
20,000 ranting and raving people, but
he hung in there."
JOINING PULLOM in the fifth
place quartet were Anich (1:50.3 for
800-meters), Terry Reedus (48.3 for
400) and Housley (2:56.8 for 1,200).
BG's 9:46.3 followed Baylor, who
won the event in 9:38.91, Southern Illinois (9:40.06), Western Kentucky
(9:42.30) and Southern Methodist
(9:42.68).
Meanwhile, other Falcon
tracksters claimed three victories in
the Baldwin-Wallace Invitational.
Seniors Pete Murtaugh and Alfonso Faison ran to victories in the
10,000 and 5,000, respectively, with
times of 30:53.1 and 14:41.4.
Bill Hampton won the javelin for
the second consecutive week with a
throw of 205.8 meters.

club clips.
Bowling Green's men's "A" rugby
Illinois won the tournament by
The women's team scored a stunnteam lost to Purdue, 4-0, in a first defeating Minnesota 7-6. IU will ad- ing 4-0 upset over Ohio champion Ohio
round match in the Midwest Inter- vance to the nationals May 17 in State in the Mid-Am Cup last
collegiate Championships last Davenport, la.
weekend,
weekend in Dayton.
The "B" team fared better by
defeating Akron 84 before losing to
Cincinnati, 4-0. Bruce Heinemann and
Rich Simon scored tries for BG
against the Zips.

PREFERRED
PROPERTIES
835 High St.

The Resume
Machine®
Typeset Resumes
352-3538
10 Free Copies
With This Ad

I
I
I

j

Now Renting for Summer
•Special Rates*
Indoor Pool & Party Room
Ph. 352-9378

lambda Chi Alpha
offers you....
A chance to make lasting friendships.
A chance to serve your campus and
community.
A chance to develop your management and
leadership abilities.
A thousand chances to have fun.
College can be a great deal more in Lambda
Chi Alpha
Lambda Chi Alpha, one of North America » Urge- and moat
respected fraternities is starting a new and daserent type of fraternity
at Bouting Green State University.
Lambda Chi Alpha has no uluhjuri1 New members, known a*
Associate Members have rh« rights, prtalejtn, aajj ~i—aJUU.
of Ml membership from the
A representative of Lambda CM Alpha uU be meeting with men
irterestedinfindr«(x«aboolIr-^™reorHK«t1.sryinlh*lIr«ersk\r
Union, Town Room today rum 8 a.m.-6 pm. Tomorrow, Wednesday. April 30. he u« be in the Court Room, 4th Floor. Student
Services Buil<lng. Yon owe yourself a chance lor a better college
experience. Stop in and ask about Lambda Chi Alpha.

LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA
FRATERNITY

-a Sharing
Experience

by Joe Menzer
stall reporter

Bowling Green's men's tennis team
probably wished it had started raining
sooner last weekend at the Ohio
University Quadrangular.
Heavy rains washed out two-thirds
of the matches, but not before the
Falcons dropped a 5-1 Mid-American
Conference match to OU. BG is 2-2 in
MAC play while Ohio is 3-1.
BG's home match against Purdue
also was rained out yesterday and has
not been rescheduled.
"I WAS extremely disappointed
with our performance," BG coach
Bob Gill said of the loss to OU. "I
thought it was our weakest effort of
the year. It was a combination of a
good effort by them and a weak one by
us that turned what I thought was going to be a close match into a near
whitewash."
The Falcons more than held their
own until the latter half of the first set
in most of their singles matches.
Dave Epstein won the first set of his
third singles match, 6-0, before Ohio's

Mike Riedmayer came roaring back
to take the next two sets, 6-4,6-2, and
the victory.
"He (Riedmayer) played very poorly the first set," Gill said. "But then
he regrouped and his shots started
falling."
BRYAN VEILLETTE of the Bobcats slipped by Bud Vetter 7-5, 6-3 at
first singles while Perry Stofan stifled
Barry Conlan 6-4, 6-3 at second
singles.
Ohio also recorded straight set wins
at the fourth, fifth and sixth positions
where Peter Scarff defeated Steve
Corey 6-2, 7-6, Steve Gunderson stopped Mike Zekas 6-4, 6-1, and Gary
Hribar eased by Andy Cantrell 6-4,6-0.
By the end of singles play OU already
had the match in the bag.
"Toward the end of the first set, the
(singles) matches did a flip flop," Gill
said.
The Falcons didn't do much better
in doubles, but Corey and Bob
Ferguson were able to post the sole
BG victory when they knocked off
Veillette and Hribar 7-5,6-4 at second

doubles.
THE OU TEAM of RiedmayerScarff defeated Conlan-Cantrell 6-3,
6-2 and Stofan-Gunderson beat VetterEpstein 6-3, 6-3 in first and third
doubles, respectively.
BG didn't get a chance to face
Wright State or Mercyhurst at Athens
because of the rain and neither match
has been rescheduled. A tentative date
has been set with Wright State, but
Gill isn't very optimistic that the
teams will even get together this year.
The Falcons, 7-12 overall, travel to
Ball State this weekend for a pair of
MAC matches with the Cardinals and
Toledo and well as a non-conference
Ult with Taylor College.
"It would help us to have a good
weekend. We certainly are due for
one," Gill said. "Too many of our people are expecting someone else to turn
it around.
"It (this weekend) will be one more
opportunity to assert ourselves and
show that we aren't as bad as our
record indicates."

OU blasts Falcon tennis team
by Joe Menzer
stall reporter

Miami ignored some less than
favorable weather conditions to hand
Bowling Green a 8-1 women's tennis
loss last weekend at Oxford.
BG travels to Toledo at 3 p.m. today
to complete a match that was rained
out April 8th with the Rockets leading,
4-1. Play will resume at the point in
the match when the rain came—in the
third set of the sixth singles match.
The Falcons must not only win the

sixth singles match, but also sweep
the three doubles matches to defeat
the Rockets. It won't be easy.
"WE'RE GOING to pray like
crazy," BG coach Joan Weston said of
the match.
A few more prayers might have
been what the Falcons needed against
the Redskins, as Miami dropped just
three sets to BG in the match.
Miami's Wendy Sweney rolled over
Martha Chicles 6-1,6-1, at first singles
and the Redskins' third, fourth, fifth

ODK APPLICATIONS
AVAILABLE

We want to cure
cancer in your

lifetime.

(Omicron Delta Kappa
•National Leadership Honorary)
can be picked-up at
•405 Student Services Bldg
•UAO Office, 3rd floor, Union
Due-

April 30th, 1080

'.

and sixth singles players copped
similar wins.
BG's lone victory came via
Stephanie Tober's 7-5, 6-0 triumph
over Nin Leigh Howard at second
singles.
"THEY'RE A tough team," Weston
said. "We should have won a couple
other matches. We should have had
number three (singles)."
Weston was referring to Chris
Bischoff's tough 7-5, 64 loss to MU's
Lee Earl, a match that easily could
have gone the other way, but didn't
Sweney and Howard blasted Chicles
and Bischoff 6-2, 6-2 at first doubles
and the Miami duo of Pam Dodman
and Sally Schaberg defeated Tober
and Tammy Zinn by the same scores
at third doubles.
BG's second doubles team of Linda
Ensign and Amy Bottorff nearly
scored a Falcon victory, but Earl and
Lauren Montgomery took control of
the latter part of the match to record a
4-6, 6-3, 6-2 win and to complete a
Miami sweep of the doubles play.

American
Cancer im notes.
forms for the all-campus tenSociety nisEntry
tournaments in men's singles and
mixed doubles are due today in the im
office, 201 Memorial Hall.
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staff photos by Scott Keeler
BG junior John Spengler reacts after missing a putt Saturday in the Falcon Invitational tournament
at the University Golf Course. Spengler shot a four-under-par 68 Friday but ballooned to a 75 the se-

cond round for a 143 total good for • tie for third place. BG, the defending champion, finished third In
the tournament 14 strokes behind Ohio State.

UM comeback nips BG golfers in Falcon Invitational
by Geoff Haynes
staff reporter

Ohio State University and the
University of Michigan, in an
awesome display of firepower, wrestled the trophy from defending champion Bowling Green in the 11th annual
Falcon Invitational tournament last
weekend at the University Golf
Course.
Mild temperatures and a wellmanicured course set the stage with
OSU and Michigan putting on the show,
capturing first and second-place,
respectively, in the 16-team tournament.
Ohio State used its second team,
consisting of two Scotts and a New
Zealander to capture first-place in the
36-hole tourney by firing a team score
of 728, 13 strokes better than
Michigan.
MICHIGAN slipped into second

place, one stroke ahead of the Falcons "They were near the holes, but they
when its second round rescue attempt weren't dropping."
aimed at securing a trophy was sucSaturday, Spengler was paired with
cessful.
Ken Hardwick of Kent State and Colin
The Wolverines, who were in sixth Dagleish of OSU, the other tournaplace after the first round, got two ment leaders, but ran into trouble on
sub-par rounds including a record- the front nine and finished with a 75
tying 32 on the back nine by John for the day.
Morse to edge out the Falcons.
"THE FRONT side hurt me. I hit a
Morse's round tied the course record couple
of wedges that bounced over
set by Doyt L. Perry in 1976.
the
green,"
Spengler said. The Toledo
The Falcons began Saturday's final
round holding down second place, two native could not match his collegiate
strokes behind OSU, mainly on the best of the day before and finished one
merits of John Spengler's first-round under par for the tournament.
score of 68. But neither Spengler, who
Hardwick led the tournament going
was the tourney leader after one onto the 18th hole with a one stroke
round, or the Falcons could keep pace lead over New Zealander Bruce
with Ohio State, who pulled away Soulsby of OSU. But Hardwick bogied
from the pack Saturday.
the hole when his second shot went in"My putting wasn't like yesterday," to the water and forced a playoff for
said Spengler, who held on to finish the individual championship.
tied for third in the tournament.
Hardwick again ran into trouble on

the first hole of the sudden victory
playoff when he went into the trap
and bogied the hole while Soulsby
calmly collected a par to win the tournament.
THE BUCKEYES also pulled
Helensburgh, Scotland
native
Dagleish out of their bag of tricks to
firmly nail down the top spots in the
tournament.
Dagleish sizzled a 70-73-143 that
tied him with teammate Mike McGee
and Spengler for third place.
"There are no real athletic programs in Scotland that are as highly
organized as the ones here," the Scot
explained.
The Falcons, fielding an international team of their own with Wayne
Smith of Australia and Alan Chippindale of Quebec, mustered some
firepower with Spengler's 68 and

Wayne Smith's eighth-place finish.
"YOU CAN see what a deep team
OSU has when you consider that their
top five golfers are at the Chris
Shenkle tournament in Georgia this
weekend," Coach John Piper said.
"We played decently today, but we
didn't get a 68. That leaves a bitter
taste in our mouths having a team
come out of the blue to beat us," Piper
said of Michigan's comeback.
"Michigan golf is fantastic and I
give them full credit. On the other
hand, if we played a little better today
we could have held onto that trophy."
The Falcons other Toledo native,
Mike Dzienny, who was playing in his
first spring tournament, carded the
team's third best score with a fiveover-par 149. Tim Lindemann, 150,
Gary Lust, 155, and Alan Chippindale
with a 160 rounded out the scoring for

the Falcons.
THE COLLEGE division battle was
won by Akron University, who beat
Wright State in a playoff for the title.
It was the first time in four years that
Wright State was beaten for the
championshipWright State did claim the individual winner of college division,
when teammates Mike Glendenning
and Jeff Neff squared off in a playoff
after tying for the lead at 148. Neff
emerged the victor in the sudden victory playoff.
The Falcons finished as the top MidAmerican Conference school in the
tournament, beating fourth place
Kent State by 10 strokes. Central
Michigan, Toledo and Ohio University
posed little threat to the Falcons
finishing sixth, seventh and eighth,
respectively.

Falcons sweep OU, KSU to move to second in MAC
by Ken Koppel
staff reporter

Bowling Green is proving some people wrong.
Picked for the cellar in one MidAmerican Conference baseball
preview article because of a poor spring trip and no pitchers in the conference's top-10, the Falcons are
creating some havoc in the MAC.
Giving up only three earned runs in
four conference contests, BG vaulted
into second place in the MAC by
sweeping double-headers from Ohio

University and Kent State over the
weekend at Warren E. Steller Field.
The 7-1, 11-3 wins over the Bobcats
Friday combined with the 5-0,8-2 victories over KSU Saturday, give the
Falcons a 6-2 MAC mark, with only
Western Michigan (5-1) in front.
BG DIDN'T fare as well outside the
conference, dropping a pair of games
to Notre Dame, 6-2, 8-7, Sunday. BG
will face another non-conference foe,
Ohio State, this afternoon at 1 p.m. at
Steller Field.
Needing just five pitchers, BG had

Two recruits sign
Dave Lewandowski
sports editor

Associated Press player of the year
last season. He also was a four time
Bowling Green basketball coach all-District choice, a two time allJohn Weinert broke his recruit sign- state pick, and was named to the
ing silence with the announcement of Cleveland Press all-star squad and
two players committed to national Plain Dealer Dream Team four
straight years.
letters of intent.
David Jenkins, the all-time
Last season Szabo averaged 33
leading scorer in Warren Western points a game, 16 rebounds and three
Reserve High School history, and assists a game. He totaled 2,567
Bill Szabo, the third leading scorer in points in his four year career while
Ohio high school history, will attend making 57 percent of his field goal
the University.
attempts and 67 percent of his free
Jenkins, a 6-foot-5 forward, throws.
averaged 23 points, 13 rebounds and
"Bill Szabo is an outstanding
five assists while leading the scorer," Weinert said. "The thing
Raiders to a No. 2 ranking in Class that impressed me the most was
AAA.
with his 29 points a game average for
Jenkins was an all-state, All-Steel four years. Some players average
Valley Conference, All-District, and that three seasons, but he averaged
All-Northeast Ohio selection and the it for four years. He's always around
Trumbell County player of the year. the ball and constantly working the
HE MADE 54 percent of his field offensive end of the floor."
goal attempts and 76 percent of his
Bill Faine, a younger brother of
free throws in totaling 554 points.
BG forward Joe Faine, is expected
"He is a very unselfish player," to sign a letter of intent tomorrow.
Weinert said. "Coach La whom Faine was the first player to verbal(Jenkin's high school coach) said he ly commit himself to BG.
was the best defensive scorer he
Weinert has five grants to work
ever coached. And he is an outstan- with. Last season the Falcons finishding scorer. He can score inside and ed with a 20-10 record and a second
out. Next season we want to play a place finish in the Mid-American
running game and he's a great Conference. BG received a bid to the
fullcourt player. He likes to run."
National Invitation Tournament, losSzabo, a 6-foot-5 forward, was a ing in the first round to eventual
first team Class AA selection and the finalist Minnesota.

little trouble in any of its MAC encounters. John Levoich started things
off for the Falcons, going the distance
in the opening game of the OU series.
The junior southpaw allowed six
hits, struck out four, and walked
three, emerging the victor after a
brief dual with Tom Vitale (3-2.)
With the teams deadlocked at no
score, BG exploded for seven runs in
its half of the fourth inning to muster
all the offense it needed, spoiling
Vitale's no-hitter. BG finished with
single hits in the fifth and sixth frames
after collecting seven safties in the
barrage, the big blow being a two-run
double by senior designated hitter
Gary Huffman.
THE FALCONS did not wait as long
to cross the plate in the second contest, as Chris Dill picked up right

where Leovich left off to ensure the
sweep of the Bobcats.
After spotting OU with an unearned
run in the first, BG put the game away
early on a Dave Kotowski three-run
home run over the left field fence in
the opening stanza. Freshman Joe
Tedesco led off the second with his
first collegiate home run on the first
offering by Ohio's Mark Persson (1-2),
and the Falcons followed with three
more to increase their lead to 7-1.
Dill (1-2), surrendered four hits in
whiffing four and letting up one walk.
He allowed the other two Bobcat runs
in the third.
DESPITE throwing 99 pitches and
facing 28 batters, Dill said he is still
not quite 100 percent on the mound.
While he added he is completely
recovered from the hip pointer and

concussion he suffered in the squad's
Florida van accident, he said he still
needs work on his mechanics.
Falcon coach Don Purvis agreed
with Dill's assessment, but said the
same could hold true for the rest of his
starting staff.
"Overall, it was better," Purvis
said of his mound corps, who have
lowered the team ERA to 5.50. "Dill,
Leovich and Imhoff can all be better
than they were this weekend. Groth
needs only to be more consistent.
The latter two names started the
twinbill with Kent. Groth, (3-3), continued the pitching parade by tossing
a two-hitter in the opener, becoming
the fourth straight Falcon to pitch an
entire game.
Lou Caracci (4-1) had the Falcons
stymied for three innings as the KSU

hurler had not allowed a hit. But
again, it was that fourth frame that
propelled BG as they scored all of its
runs in the inning on three hits, one of
them a three-run double by Tedesco.
As in the opener with OU, BG also
tallied single hits in the final two innings, finishing with five in the contest.
Imhoff only made it through 31-3 innings, but it didn't really matter as
the Falcons again used the latter
game to strike early, notching seven
runs in their first two at bats, with the
help of five KSU errors, for three
unearned runs.
P.D. Elber, a junior from North
Olmsted, came on in relief to gain the
win. Elber, 3-3, faced 13 batters, striking out four in his ninth appearance of
the year. He allowed two of Kent's
nine hits and didn't walk a batter.

staff photo by Bill Brown
BG junior second baseman Phil Oropallo makes a force play on Kent
State's George Splroff In the second inning of the second game in Saturday's double-header. BG swept the Flashes and Ohio University at War-

ren E. Steller Field to move Into second place In the Mid-American Conference with a 6-2 record. Western Michlgen, 5-1, leads the conference.

